
Revelation 16 Part 3 

 

1.  Preliminary Considerations (DISCUSSED) 

2.  Contextual Interpretation 

CHAPTER 16 REPRESENTS THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE FINAL FIVE MONTH SIEGE OF THE ROMANS LEADING 

TO HER COMPLETE DESTRUCTION IN SEPTEMBER OF 70 AD. 

2.7. (5 -6) = Per verse 4, the “rivers and springs” which “became blood” represent the bitter suffering about to be 

drunk in by the Jews as they experience the siege of the Roman armies upon their city (Jerusalem) and fall victim 

to their merciless attacks.  As such, “the angel in charge of the waters” reveals both the author and reason for such 

judgments: 

2.7.1. The author is God, Who is not only “just” and “holy” (in His actions), but also acting according to His 

complete sovereign authority over creation (“who is and who was” – see Rev 1:4; allusions to Exo 3:14-15 

w/ 16:23 for explanation).     

2.7.2. The reason is because “they have shed the blood of saints and prophets”. Once again, the death of 

Christians during the Neronic persecution is pinned on the Jews.  This (then) is also the meaning behind 

“you have given them blood to drink.  It is what they deserve!” (The idea of drinking blood also signifies 

judgment – Lev 7:26-27). 

2.8. (7) = The response of the Christian martyrs as the Jews are put to bitter suffering and as their prayers are 

answered (Rev 6:9-11).  Like the third angel, they (too) are happy about God’s vengeance against their enemies 

(“Yes, Lord God the Almighty, true and just are your judgments!”) (Consider: Rom 12:17-21).  What Rev 16:7 and 

Rom 12:17-21 DO NOT teach:  

2.8.1. It is wrong to desire vengeance, (but rather to carry it out) (ex. 2Ti 4:14). 

2.8.2. It is wrong to celebrate when justice/vengeance prevails against our enemies (Pro 11:10). 

2.8.3. Loving or forgiving someone requires the negation of justice (Rom 3:23-26).   

2.8.4. Against the use of God’s ordained secondary means (but rather the pursuit of them) (see Rom 13:1-

4).  

2.9. (8-9) = As discussed in chapter eight, the symbolic use of planetary bodies such as “the sun”, can refer to 

political authorities (e.g. Isa 24:21-23; 14:12-13, 22).  In chapter eight such references referred to the Jewish 

political leaders, whereas here, the reference (“sun”) is to the Roman political and military leader Titus who (with 

the help of the Roman army under his command) will “scorch people (i.e. the Jews) with fire” and “the fierce heat” 

of his wrath as he brings heavy devastation upon Jerusalem and her inhabitants.  This is further supported by the 

fact that: 

2.9.1. Though it is the sun who receives the contents of the fourth angel’s bowl (“the fourth angel poured 

out his bowl on the sun”), unlike the recipients of other bowls, it (the “sun”) is not what suffers the 

effects/consequences but rather the vessel through whom they are mediated (“and it was allowed to 

scorch people”).  



2.9.2. Whereas the sun, moon and stars are “darkened” in the fourth trumpet (i.e. extinguished—

representing the death of the Jewish political leaders), the sun of the fourth bowl is essentially 

enhanced/made more alive (thus producing “fierce heat” – something beyond its normal output—

therefore representing someone other than the Jewish political leaders; someone meting out the wrath 

rather than receiving it). 

2.10. Mention of “fire” or “heat” in this way does not necessarily signify the use incendiary devices as a means of 

execution (though it no doubt was a part of any first century arsenal –e.g. flaming arrows, boulders and bodies, 

vats of burning tar), but rather the awful and intense nature of suffering which was the immediately result of Titus’ 

siege upon the walls of the city (Consider: intensity - Psa 118:12; Pro 16:27; fire oftentimes signifies God’s wrath or 

judgment – Psa 18:1-8, 13-14, 50:1-5, 66:10-12, 78:21, 62-64, 97:1-3) .    However, as intense and awful as it was, 

history records no repentance on the part of the Jews —even though this was at first a part of Titus’ design in 

causing such suffering .  Instead, “they (the Jews) cursed (“blasphemed”) the name of God” by not repenting of 

their apostasy (“They did not repent of their deeds” --both verse 9 and 11 use this sentence epexegetically: to 

explain how the Jews were cursing God.  It was their actions in apostate rebellion which God considered 

“blasphemy” since all such actions were done still believing Him to be on their side – see 1Sa 2:12-17, 22, 3:13; 

Mat 12:24-31.).   

“They [the Jews caught outside the city] were first whipped, and then tormented with all sorts of tortures before 

they died, and were then crucified before the wall of the city.  This miserable procedure made Titus greatly pity 

them, while they caught every day five hundred Jews…the main reason why he did not forbid that cruelty was this, 

that he hoped the Jews might perhaps yield at the sight, out of fear lest they might themselves afterwards be liable 

to the same cruel treatment…But so far were the seditious from repenting at this sad sight, that, on the contrary, 

they made the rest of the multitude to believe otherwise…So Titus commanded that the hands of many of those 

that were caught should be cut off…and sent them into John and Simon [the leaders of the Jewish revolt] with this 

exhortation, that they would now at length leave off their madness, and not force him to destroy the city, whereby 

they would have those advantages of repentance, even in their utmost distress…In answer to which the seditious 

cast reproaches upon Caesar himself…[believing] they still had [God] for their assistant in this war and did therefore 

laugh at all his threatening, which would come to nothing because the whole conclusion depended upon God [who 

was still on their side]…So Caesar [Titus] went his rounds through the legions, and hastened on the works [i.e. siege 

ramps] and showed [the Jews] that they were now in his hands. But these men were incapable of repenting of the 

wickedness they had been guilty of.” – Josephus (Wars, 5.11.1-2, 5.12.4) 

 

 

    

  


